H I G I R L S!
Ready to discover Brussels and the main
highlights. And to have fun while completing
this Scavenger Hunt?
Hope you answered yes to all of these
questions here above g.
So, this is how it works. In this document
you will find all the info for the city game.
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PRACTICAL DETAILS
11h00 → 17h00
»

The start location is your hotel. From here you follow the numbers on the map in the order
that is written down here:

START Meininger Midi
GROUP 1

4 → 5 → 6 → 14 → 3 → 13 → 1 → 7 →
12 → 9 → 10 → 2 → 8
GROUP 2

5 → 6 → 14 → 3 → 13 → 1 → 7 → 12 →
9 → 10 → 2 → 8 → 4
GROUP 3

4 → 8 → 2 → 10 → 9 → 12 → 7 → 1 →
13 → 3 → 14 → 6 → 5
GROUP 4

6 → 5 → 4 → 8 → 2 → 9 → 10 → 12 → 7
→ 1 → 13 → 3 → 14
GROUP 5

START Meininger Center
GROUP 1

10 → 9 → 12 → 7 → 1 → 13 → 3 → 14 →
6→5→4→8→2
GROUP 2

10 → 9 → 2 → 8 → 4 → 5 → 6 → 14 → 3
→ 13 → 1 → 7 → 12
GROUP 3

12 → 10 → 9 → 7 → 1 → 13 → 3 → 14 →
6→5→4→8→2
GROUP 4

7 → 9 → 10 → 12 → 13 → 3 → 14 → 1 →
6→5→4→8→2
GROUP 5

2 → 10 → 9 → 12 → 7 → 1 → 13 → 3 →

8 → 4 → 5 → 6 → 14 → 3 → 13 → 1 → 7

14 → 6 → 5 → 4 → 8

→ 12 → 9 → 10 → 2

GROUP 6

8 → 2 → 10 → 9 → 12 → 7 → 1 → 13 →
3 → 14 → 6 → 5 → 4
GROUP 7

4 → 8 → 2 → 10 → 9 → 12 → 7 → 1 →
13 → 3 → 14 → 6 → 5

GROUP 6

2 → 1 → 7 → 9 → 10 → 12 → 13 → 3 →
14 → 6 → 5 → 4 → 8
GROUP 7

2 → 1 → 7 → 9 → 10 → 12 → 13 → 3 →
14 → 6 → 5 → 4 → 8
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Mont des Arts
(Art Mountain)

Saint-Géry

Sablon

Palace of
Justice
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Jeanneke Pis

Zinneke Pis

Saint-Catherine
& Fish Market

Jardin Hospice

What is it?

T

he international and belgian
participants will discover Brussels
through a scavenger hunt combining
elements and perspectives from the
history of the city, of sport, and of
symbolic women.

11

12

13

14

Palace of Egmont
& the Park

Royal Park
Royal Palace

Royal Galeries of
Saint-Hubert

Place de la
Monnaie
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»
»
»

Everything can be done by foot.
You will follow the footsteps of iconic women & athletes across the city to learn all about
the history of women in sport and most of all, have fun!
Collect points by answering the questions, completing the challenges. You can even win
bonus points!

THERE ARE DIFFERENT
TYPES OF CHALLENGES
Know
Here we will ask you a question
that you would need to answer.
No worries, even if this is the first
time in Brussels you will be able to
find the right answer!

Do
Crack a code, make a little movie or
walk like a model. These are some
examples of missions to complete to
get more points.

Bonus Points
On the way you can find cartoon
walls, street art, female street names,
fountains,... Score even more points
by looking around.
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THERE ARE DIFFERENT
TYPES OF STOPS
Must See
The highlights not to miss in the city
center of Brussels. These stops are
mandatory and will give you the best
view of the city!

Nice to See
Want to see more of the city? We
share more favorite places in Brussels
where locals go or where you have
nice views or charming little streets.
And as an extra advantage you can
score even more points!

Go The Extra Mile
No points can be scored here, but
these places are nice to visit as well.
If you cannot do them on the cultural
day it can give you some inspiration
for your free afternoon.

»
»

Make sure you have your phones on you. You may need them for some of the challenges!
Take a photo of the whole group every time you have completed a challenge. Post it on
social media and tag #sheruns2022.

Last thing to do…
»

Choose a strong name for your team that you will use throughout the hunt. In Belgium we
like the color red, so this can maybe be an idea. We already have the Red Panthers (hockey),
the Red Flames (soccer),... Create a tag with your group that you can use on social media
and fill in your name on the scoresheet.

Will your team get the
most points and WIN
the PRIZE?!
GOOD LUCK & ENJOY
Brussels, your team
and the game!
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MUST SEE

THE SCAVENGER HUNT

What is it?

T

hese are the highlights not to miss in the city
center of Brussels. These stops are mandatory
and will give you the best view of the city!
Follow the numbers on that map in the order that
you have received.

Stop 1
BRUSSELS CITY HALL & GRAND PLACE

H

ere you are at
the most beautiful square in the
world. That is what
some people said, like the famous writer Victor
Hugo. The houses you can see are guild houses.
A guild was representing a profession. So you had
the guilds of the brewers, the butchers, the sailors,... The houses were builded all together after
a huge bombing in 1695 and every guild wanted
to have the most beautiful house. So they added
a lot of statues, gold and other nice details. Do
you notice the dates that are noted on the houses,

some were builded in 1696 till 1698.
The white building with the tower is the city hall
of Brussels. People get married here and when
a sports team wins an important game they can
all stand on the balcony on the left. The building
on the other side is the King’s House, now the museum of Brussels.
Look for the man sitting on a horse. He is pointing
to a statue on the other side. This statue is pointing
to Saint Nicolas, the saint who brings the Belgian
kids gifts on the 6th of December.

1. Question

5 points

Let your creativity speak and guess why they are pointing at each other.
Film your version of the story and post it on social media. Don’t forget to tag
#sheruns2022 and your team name.

2. Bonus Question
Brussels has a link with a special number, can you guess which one?
TIP: Count all the streets on the square.
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1 point

Stop 2
MANNEKEN PIS

M

eet the most
popular
citizen of Brussels. The statue has been here since
1619. But it is a copy. As the manneken has been
stolen several times we wanted to keep him safe.
Manneken Pis is also a much-discussed statue. One

of the stories is that he saved all the inhabitants of
Brussels by peeing out a huge fire.
Or, he peed on the wire of a bomb and saved Brussels once again.

5 points

3. Challenge

There are many more stories to tell about this small boy. Invent a new one with your
group. Film it and post it on social media. Don’t forget to tag #sheruns2022 and your
team name.

1 point

4. Bonus Point

In 2019 the Tour de France started here. Take a picture of a reference to this
glorious moment and post it online.

Stop 3
JEANNEKE PIS

D

id you know that we also have
a peeing girl? Her name is
Jeanneke Pis and you can find her
at the end of an alley.

5. Question

Go and find her.
Jeanneke is much more recent
then our Manneken Pis.

1 point

How much age difference is there between the two statues? Fill in your answer on
the answer sheet.
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Stop 4
ZINNEKE PIS

T

here are three
peeing statues
in Brussels, but we
think this one is the most fun.
It is Zinneke (Pis) and this mongrel is the symbol
of the people of Brussels! A mongrel is a mix of
different dog breeds or a street dog. And here in
Brussels almost everyone comes from somewhere
else.
We are the second most cosmopolitan city in the
world, after Dubai, with 183 different nationalities.

You can hear all languages here, and even the
dialect is a mixture of different languages, mainly
Dutch and French.
The story of the statue is that this was a street
dog that was drowned in the Middle Ages in the
Zenne, the main river of Brussels. The dogs got
the nickname of being a Zinneke and this is also a
nickname of the Brussels inhabitants as we are all
from different backgrounds. And we must say, it
gives Brussels a typical international atmosphere.

1 point

6. Question

In this street you can find some bricks that cross the street. Can you find them? Take
a picture while you are standing on them (mind the traffic off course).
Any idea what this is referring to?

Stop 5
SAINT-CATHERINE & FISH MARKET

H

ere we are
in front of
Saint-Catherine’s
church.

Saint Catherine lived in the 3rd century. Her legend, brought to our regions by the crusaders, tells
that she died as a virgin and a martyr. She was first
tied to a wheel with nails, which she managed to
break with her prayers.
Despite her escape, she was beheaded and milk
flowed from her body. And with this milk she sa-
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ved the people from the plague. So much for the
legend.
Have you heard about the “Catherinettes”, they
are linked to Saint Catherine?
On the 25 of November, St Catherine’s Day, single
women aged 25 are celebrated as “Catherinettes”
in some regions of France.
This tradition dates back to the Middle Ages. In
those days, girls of 25 who were not yet married
would dress up in extravagant clothes and hats and

go in procession before a statue of Saint Catherine
to decorate her with flowers, ribbons, hats… Those
who wanted to find a husband placed a crazy hat
on their heads. They hung yellow and green decorations on it to stand out.

Now we will not dress up - unless you really want
to. But there is another name linked to the saint:
the Saint-Catherine’s wheel.

1 point

7. Question

Can you do a cartwheel in front of the church? Proof it by making a video of it. The
more members of the group who are in the video, the more points you can collect.
Don’t forget to tag #sheruns2022 and your team name.

Stop 6
JARDIN HOSPICE
Have you ever
heard about the
beguines? Probably
not… or you are from this part of Europe (Belgium,
Netherlands or the north of France).

nuns they could work and earn money, keep this
money for themselves as well and if they found
love they could leave the beguinage to get married. You could see them a bit as the first entrepreneurial woman living in cooperatives.

The beguines were women living together around
the 12th century in a sort of a convent. Contrary to

Here, in this area was the beguinage of Brussels,
one of the biggest in Europe.

8. Question

1 point

The beguines also baked their own bread and brewed beer. Go inside of the building
at number 7 and go look for the name of the brewery that is located here.
Enjoy the location, you can stroll around in the building.

EXTRA
This building was an elderly home for a long time.
Five years ago everybody had to move and it has
been empty since recently. Now you can find 150
different projects working around sustainability,

art & culture, community or education. If you
like cookies go and visit TOGA Patisserie. It is led
by a female preneur Léonie who loves chocolate
and almonds. Just follow the signs.
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Stop 7
MONT DES ARTS (ART MOUNTAIN)
Two statues are
standing in front of
each other. King
Albert I is sitting on
his horse and his wife Queen Elisabeth is on the
other side of the road.
There is a lot to tell about this beloved queen. During the Second World War she helped escape a
lot of Jews in a discrete but active way. She loved
yoga, art and music and played the violin herself.

Have you heard about the Queen Elisabeth Competition? It is a music competition that is held
yearly, alternating between piano, violin, voice
and cello.
And Albert Einstein has been a close friend to this
impressive woman, they played the violin together.
But unfortunately her husband died in an accident.
He fell during rock climbing in the Ardens, a region
in the south of Belgium.

1 point

9. Question

There is an unwritten rule among sculptors that informs you how the person who sits
on a horse died. Can you guess how you can find out?
TIP: Climb the Mont des Arts and enjoy the view over Brussels!

Stop 8
SAINT-GERY
Legend
has
it
that the island of
Saint-Gery is the
cradle of Brussels. Now we see a beautiful building on this square where a market was held till

10. Question
When was this monument built?
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the 1970’s. Go and have a look inside, and if you
fancy a drink you are in a good place to do ‘a terraske’. We love to sit outside. Only when it rains
hard, we go inside.

1 point

Stop 9
SABLON
In our opinion this
is one of the cutest
parks in Brussels.
In the middle you
see the counts of Egmont and Horne* surrounded
by ten statues of men important in history, art or
science. The counts of Egmont and Horne lived

Enjoy the area around here as well, behind the
church you have the Sablon where you can find
a lot of chocolate and antique shops.

in the 16th century. Both noble men opposed the
Spanish Inquisition and were decapitated on the
Grand Place (Main Square) of Brussels.
You will also see 48 other statues around the park
of professions in that era.

1 point

11. Question
Can you notice something when you look at the fencework?

1 point

12. Question
How many statues of women can be found?

Stop 10
PALACE OF JUSTICE
You are standing in
front of the Palace
of Justice. It was built by the architect Poelaert in
1883 and was then the biggest building of the world. Now it is still in use as a courthouse but as you
can see we are renovating it. Already so long that
we first need to replace the scaffoldings before we
can continue the renovation.

But, we would like to tell you a bit more about
Marie Popelin. She was the first woman who graduated from law school in 1888 but could never
become a lawyer. In that time women were only
good enough to have children, raise them and
take care of the household. She did not agree at
all and fought for equal rights and started the Belgian League for Women’s Rights.

Ok ok, you can have a laugh with it, we do as well.

13. Question

1 point

Marie never became a lawyer. Can you guess till when we needed to wait before the
first female lawyer was accepted at the bar?
TIP: Subtract a nice round number from this year.
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Stop 11
PALACE OF EGMONT & THE PARK
Can you imagine
that even a lot of people in Brussels have never
heard of this hidden park?
We love it, it is the ideal picnic spot if you want to
relax and lay down a bit while looking at the Palace of Egmont.

Also, you can admire some nice statues here. One
is from Prince de Ligne who loved English Gardens.
Another one is from a fairy tale. You can see a boy
playing his flute, while elves are dancing around
and the mice and rabbits keep him company.

1 point

14. Question
Who is this boy who never grew up? It is from a known fairy tale.

1 point

15. Question
What is the name of the fairy that is always flying around him?

Stop 12
ROYAL PARK & ROYAL PALACE
You are now in the
royal park of Brussels, just in
front of the Royal Palace. We enjoy this park a lot
for running, walking and even for music festivals.

Go and look for the round fountain. It is in front
of the Rue de la Loi where you can find a lot of
important buildings from our Belgian Government
and it’s close to the EU buildings.

Ideal place to have your lunch here (if it is nice
weather).

16. Question

1 point

Around this fountain you can find some statues of Diana and Venus. Imitate your
favorite one and send us a picture. Don’t forget to tag #sheruns2022 and your team
name.
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Stop 13
ROYAL GALLERIES OF SAINT-HUBERT
This Royal Gallery of
Saint-Hubert is one
of the first in Europe.
It was
built in 1847, in a period when
Brussels was very wealthy and where they wanted

to give a place to the rich to go shopping without
making their feet dirty. You needed to pay to get
in, but had a big range of luxury shops, cinema’s,
a theater and a lot of restaurants. Today you still
have that offering and it is open to everybody.

3 points

17. Question

Doesn’t this gallery look like the ideal place to do some catwalking? Film the
group while walking around as a real model. Film it, post it on social media and tag
#sheruns2022 and your team.

Stop 14
PLACE DE LA MONNAIE
Today you can find
one of the prettiest
hotels of Brussels
here: The Dominican. Before it was an old convent
- of the Dominicans. One of the nuns of this monastic order was Jeanne Deckers or better known
as Soeur Sourire or the singing nun.
With her song Dominique she became extremely
popular. More than 50 000 copies were sold and
she was even number one in the BillBoard Top 100
in the USA.

18. Question

She made the church more attractive but her personal life was not that joyfull. In short she was an
art teacher before, fell in love with a woman and
fled into the convent. When she became famous
with her music she left the convent but never got
the success from when she was still a nun. Jeanne
needed to pay a lot of taxes, but never earned a
penny herself. She organized an exhibition with
her artwork but again nobody showed up.
Both she and her girlfriend took an overdose.

5 points

But… let’s get back to some positivity. Scan the QR-code and listen to
the famous song that she has written.
Write your own refrain and film how you all sing it together. Post in
on social media, tag #sheruns2022 and your team name.
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NICE TO SEE

THE SCAVENGER HUNT

EXTRA 1
CITÉ DU SUREAU
The main reason why we brought
you here is because we think this is
such a cute little street.
It is still one of the ‘remains’ of the

Beguinage*, which used to be one
of the biggest in Europe.
Now it is still a quiet little street,
near the bustling Fishmarket.

* We will tell you more about the “Beguinage” on a different spot.

1 point

19. Question

You can find some nice street art in this alley. Do you recognise the girl on the wall?

EXTRA 2
MOLENGEEK
Here you can find
the interesting company Molengeek. It
is a programming school, a co-working, start-up
incubator and so much more.

who did not finish school himself and is now part
of the board of advisors of a big telecom company.
Another founder is Julie Foulon who also founded
girleek who helps women to acquire digital skills
so they can find a job afterwards in this domain.

They teach young people who did not finish their
secondary school to learn how to code in a very
practical way. It was founded by Ibrahim Ouassari

An important company who gives a lot of changes
to people.

20. Question

1 point

They get the support of a huge digital company. Can you guess which one?
TIP - look at the colors.
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EXTRA 3
HAL AMAL
She is only 26 years old, but has
already won the world championship Jiu Jitsu for the ninth time
in 2021!
Reasons enough to name a sports
hall after this impressive sportive.

Exceptional as well, as normally
you only get this recognition after
you have died. This sports hall is
brand new and is focussing on local
sport clubs with an additional focus
on women.

2 points

21. Question

In Jiu Jitsu you have different belts and degrees. Sort the colors (7) from the lowest
grade to the highest.

3 points

22. Bonus Point

Bonus point if you can portray this. Look for the colors around you, in nature, in
clothing,... and take a picture of them in the right order.
Don’t forget to post your photo on social media, tag #sheruns2022 and your team
name.

EXTRA 4
RUE DE LA CIGOGNE
One of the cutest streets in Brussels, do you agree? The street is
called the “stork street” and used to
be an alley where laborers lived to-

23. Question

gether. Sometimes with more than
a hundred people in this street and
they shared one toilet and water
pump. Luckily now it is much nicer.

3 points

In this alley you can find two birds. Can you spot them?
Take a group picture here and post it on social media with the tags #sheruns2022
and your team name
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EXTRA 5
YVONNE RENDERS
Amandine Levy is a
female graffiti-artist who painted this
mural in 2019. That
year the Tour de
France, one of the most important cycling events,
departed in Brussels. On this wall you can see two
heroes of Belgian cycling.
You can see the name of Eddy Merckx, who has
won the Tour de France five times! And you can
also see the name of Yvonne on the back of the cy-

cling girl. This is Yvonne Reynders, the first female
cyclist in Belgium. She has been World Champion
for seven times.
It was not easy for a woman back then in the 1960’s
to start cycling. Her first bike was from a dump
where she found an iron frame and added the pedals herself. She was not paid when she won, the
money that was earned was used to pay the men.
But she persisted and is finally renowned for what
she achieved.

3 points

24. Question

We think that Yvonne needs some extra cheering. Let one person of the group act
like she is cycling and winning and the rest will welcome her at the finish. Make a
boomerang of this happy moment. Post it on social media and tag #sheruns2022 and
your team name.

EXTRA 6
MADAME CHAPEAU
This punchy lady is
Madame Chapeau,
one of the characters of the theater
play “Bossemans and Coppenolle”. It is all about
a quarrel between two families who both support
another football team.
Bossemans is pro Union. Don’t know if you have

25. Question

heard about them but they had a blitz career last
year. From the second league they got promoted
to the first league and became second in the National Competition.
Coppenolle is a big supporter of RWDM, a football
club in Molenbeek. RWDM has a good girl team
and supports girls to play football but also to study
well or find a job.

3 points + bonus point for the hat

Every year there is a competition to find the best imitator for Madame Chapeau.
Normally this is a man who dresses up, but I am sure that you can do better. Copy
the look of Madame Chapeau and take a picture. Get a bonus point if you are
wearing a hat!
Post it on social media and tag #sheruns2022 and your team name.
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EXTRA 7
GABRIELLE PETIT
Meat Gabrielle Petit here, who was a
spy during the First
World War. Before
she had this heroic career she worked as a nanny,
shop assistant and wanted to become a nurse at
the war front.
Her plans must have suddenly changed as the British espionage service has sent her to Londen for a

blitz training in railway spying. During six months
she wrote more than fifty reports that had a big impact for the allied forces. Some of the reports were
noted down on thin cigarette papers that Gabrielle
hid in her clothes.
But she was trapped into an ambush, was locked
up in prison but kept her mouth. Finally she was
executed and became a heroine after her death.

2 points

26. Question

Want to be a spy as well? Crack the code and guess the name of another Brussels
female heroine during the war.

CODE

51 - 41 - 42 - 44 - 32
31 - 11 - 15 - 51 - 13 - 13
CODE CRACKER
1

2

3

4

5

1

A

B

C

D

E

2

F

G

H

I/J

K

3

L

M

N

O

P

4

Q

R

S

T

U

5

V

W

X

Y

Z
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EXTRA 8
ATOMIUM
Maybe a bit too far to visit the Atomium today. But from here you
have a nice view of this known mo-

nument of Brussels. The atomium
represents the structure of an iron
crystal and counts nine globes.

5 points

27. Question

Go and look for some materials to build an Atomium yourself. When finished, post a
picture on social media, and tag #sheruns2022 and your team.

EXTRA 9
MARY
Do you like chocolate? We love it here…
In this beautiful gallery you have a lot of
brands who make ‘pralines’. This is a small chocolate with different fillings.
Neuhaus is the inventor and when you are in

28. Question

front of the shop here you can maybe see that
this was a former pharmacy. And indeed, one
chocolate a day keeps the doctor away… That is
what we believer g.
You will also find Mary here, she was the first female chocolate maker! You can see her female
touch here when you look at the different boxes.

1 point

And there is something else quite specific. Can you guess to whom the names of her
chocolates refer?
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GET BONUS POINTS!
»

Find as many street signs as possible that are named after a woman. Brussels counts more or less 2230 street names, but only 130 are named after a
woman.
Take a photo of every street name that you can find, you will get one bonus
point per name.

»

We like Street Art in Brussels! On almost every
corner there is some street art to be found. But,
sometimes we like to hide it a bit better. One artist
- Isaac Cordal - has hidden 7 small statues in the
streets of Brussels.
On the map you can find the locations where they
are. Take a photo of every statue, for each one you
will get one bonus point.
And to help you out, they look like this →

»

Thirsty? Look for one of the
Breughel fountains on your way.
Breughel was one of Belgium's famous
painters and each fountain has a detail
of one of the paintings on top of it. You also see three
parts with water. The upper part is for humans to drink,
the big reservoir was for the horses and underneath you
find a part for cats and dogs. Can you find the detail of
the dog?
Take a picture of each fountain that you can find on your way. Bonus point for each one.
Here is a handy map to give you more info about all the drinking fountains
and public toilets.

»

Brussels, it evokes something different for everyone. What comes to mind when you think
of Brussels?
Visualize it and take a picture of what you think is 'typically' Brussels.

»

Belgium has more than 700 cartoon artists. And in Brussels we wanted to highlight them.
We painted about 70 cartoon walls. So look around and check if you can find one of these.
Take a picture in front of each wall that you can find and get an extra bonus point for it
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THE END!
YOU DID IT!
You are now at the end of the Scavenger Hunt! Did you
enjoy it?! We hope you learnt some fun facts.
Don’t forget to upload all your photos and videos to either
Facebook or Instagram using these key hashtags!!

#SheRuns @ISFsports
Also add your team name.

This scavenger hunt was created by Bazaar Trottoir.
We organize city walks in a fun way about women, street art,
sustainability and in different areas.
You can always tag us: #bazaartrottoir @bazaartrottoir
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WANT TO DISCOVER
MORE?
(FREE DAY)
Visit the Marolles area where you have the flea market.
All the small streets around this area are really nice to walk
around.
The Bellona house is a hidden gem. It is a 17th century
house that was once from one of the mistresses of Louis XIV
and is now a theater.

Like churches and cathedrals?
Then visit the Saint Michiels & Saint Gudula Cathedral. It has a
special organ that is hanging like a swallow’s nest.

Want to go shopping?
All the big brands can be found in the Rue Neuve.

Like urban art?
The Mima is an interesting museum focussing on street art
and graphism. Now there is an interesting expo from The
Invader.
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SHE RUNS SCAVENGER
HUNT BRUSSELS
POWERED BY BAZAAR TROTTOIR
This phenomenal, non-profit event aims to engage young
women in physical activity while educating them on the
importance of health, sport leadership and gender equality.
@ISFsports #SheRuns
Bazaar Trottoir wants you to discover Brussels in an
alternative and authentic way. We love themes that
make you want to see more of the city. Themes like
entrepreneurial women, street art, sustainability and beer.
But also different areas of the city where we have a love for
the more unknown parts of the city. We avoid the tourist
traps and show you where the people of Brussels live, like to
go out and where things are happening.
Don’t hesitate to tag us: #bazaartrottoir @bazaartrottoir
https://www.bazaartrottoir.be - hello@bazaartrottoir.be
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